MIGUEL MUÑOZ
Miguel is a magician and circus artist. He has been awarded various times including a world magic award at FISM
2015. Miguel tour internationaly with his own company Puntocero and collaborates with very prestigious international
companies like DV8 Physical Theatre,having completed with them a world tour, Nofit State Circus in theirs show
“Noodles” and “Mundo Paralelo” (including performances at the London International Mime Festival) or Tatto Theatre
in their show “Un autre nom pour ca” created at the Garone theatre in Toulouse.

AGUA
Agua is an 8 minutes long act designed for all audiences.It combines magic and contact juggling using visual images
to create a strong visual and emotional experience.
Agua has been warded with a FISM 2015 award, the Grand Prix at the "Withe Magic Convention (Rusia), Grand
Prix at spanish magic convention 2011, Frakson Award 2010 and FISM europe 2014 award.

spectators coments
“It was a long time since i last saw real MAGIC” Luis Zabaleta
“One of the most beautiful acts i saw in my life” Rebeca Martinez
Contact: Miguel Muñoz Segura- 0034-620438115-puntocerocompany@gmail.com
www.puntocero.org

Technical requirements:
Technical request for Agua performed by Miguel Muñoz
Name of the act:
“Agua”
Act description
Act wich is a mix of magic, contact juggling and physical theatre
Duration: 8 minutos
Get in before the act: 3 minutes
Get out after the act: 1 minute.
Get in and technical rehearsall: 1 hour 15 minutes

1.Space request:
The minimun space where agua can be performed is 4x4mts with a minimun hight of 3,5 mts.
The space needed in the back stage will be minimun, i just hace a folded piece of fabric and a litlle box

2.Staging and props:
The act will be performed in the central area of the stage, a piece of black fabric and a little box will be place on the
floor.
To place the fabric and box will be needed to close the front taps, and the artist will do this job himselfh, if there is not
posibility of closing the taps a house person will be instructed to do the job.
IMPORTANT: It will be needed to hang a container ,with 7 liters of water inside, over the central area of the
satge where the act will be performed, It will be perfect if we could use a beam wicch can go down and up
mechanicly , because before every performance the container has to be filled and batery has to be replaces ,
If not we need to have accese to the theatre beam to do this job.
For the act is needed that the back courtains are black, bright colours are not desirable

3. Sound:
I will supply the music in a Cd and Usb,
I use different tracks in my act they are:
Mimema (artist: arms and sleepers)
Chilhood 2 (artist Craigh Armstrong)
Window ( Artist: the album leaf)

4.Light request:
The space to light will be limited to the central area of the stage where the performer will perform the act
−

Cold general wash in blue color with CTB correctors

− Side lights with profiles spots.
− 4 back lights (profiles spots ) in the corners of the back beams (2 white and 2 blue) focusing to the center of
the stage (if possible the same lights placed in the floor too)
- Front withes with Ctb corrector
- Front lights (profiles spots) in the front corners focusing to the center of the stage

